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ABSTRACT
Globally, countries are limiting their dependency on conventional energy as their primary energy
source. From this perspective, the ongoing integration of renewable energy sources with existing
systems is the focus of researchers and power utilities. Photovoltaics (PV) is one of the leading
solar technologies driving substantial growth in renewable energy applications. Consequently,
power utilities are faced with large penetration of PV systems within the existing electrical grid.
This ongoing integration introduces new electricity generation profiles, which raises technical
challenges affecting grid reliability. Therefore, this work proposes building a PV power short-term
forecasting model, which can avoid adverse outcomes of large penetrations by balancing the load
demand.
Extensive research on this application was used to build a hybrid PV power forecasting model.
Emerging machine learning algorithms, known as Prophet and Neural Prophet, were selected to
develop a model for a PV power plant located in the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
Three univariate meteorological sub-models were built to provide meteorological forecasts for a
seven-year, fifteen-minute resolution duration (2014-2020). These forecasts were injected into the
hybrid model to forecast the power output for a duration of a month ahead. The results indicated
good performance compared to the individual prophet model, which scored an RMSE value of
0.805589.
Keywords: Renewable energy, Photovoltaic, PV, Grid Stability, PV Power Forecasting, Prophet,
Neural Prophet, Gulf, United Arab Emirates, UAE.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
This section outlines the conceptual basis of the study and provides a high-level description of its
contents. A compelling case is presented to emphasize an exigent industrial problem that demands
attention. The researchers developed a theoretical framework grounded in data analytics
techniques to address this dilemma. The differential value the study brings is highlighted in the
following subsections.

1.1 BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
The ever-growing global population is a major contributor to the increase in energy demand.
According to forecasts, the population is anticipated to grow by 30% in the next three decades.
(Huang et al., 2018) The security of countries heavily relies on energy availability to sustain this
projected growth. This notion raises a critical concern: is the global energy sector ready to
accommodate these escalating demands?
The available energy sources, non-renewable energy resources, are finite, which means they
cannot be replenished once exhausted. Due to their scarcity, countries must not continue to uphold
them as a steady energy source. Based on projected trends, fossil fuels (coal, oil, and gas) are
expected to deplete by early 2060. (Burek, 2010) Despite these concerns, non-renewable energy
sources remain the predominant energy source, where they currently supply 84% of the global
energy. (Ritchie et al., 2020)
Additionally, these resources are combusted to produce energy, which is a process that emits
greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Such footprints are threatening as they contribute to
climate change by depleting the ozone layer. (Olowu et al., 2018) Based on this fact, governments
have set an international framework to act on this urgent matter. In 2015, the Paris Agreement
established the first global climate agenda that legally binds more than 180 countries to reduce
their emissions. (Jayaraman, 2015) Since then, governments worldwide have constantly pursued
sustainable alternatives that can sufficiently meet their demands. They continue to invest heavily
in integrating renewable energy technologies with existing power grids. This motion is expected
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to continue in the upcoming years, in which renewable energy sources will supply two-thirds of
the total energy supply. (Zhao et al., 2021)
Among the different renewable energy technologies, solar energy is one of the most promising.
(IRENA, 2019) Narrowing the scope, photovoltaics (PV) is a leading solar energy application that
will continue to drive substantial growth in the next few years. This claim is evident by the
significant installation capacity of 171 gigawatts worldwide. (Feldman et al., 2022) Its excellent
efficiency rates in electricity production, market availability, low maintenance, and low costs deem
it a favorable application. (Lu & Chang, 2018).
In the gulf region, governments have encouraged the inclusion of clean energy in the power
production systems. In this context, the United Arab Emirates plans to increase the clean energy
contribution in power production to 50% of the total energy mix by 2050. (UAE Agenda, 2017).
Such a target suggests a dramatic growth in integrating renewable energy sources with electrical
grids. According to the Masdar institute, PV projects in the country are expected to achieve a total
of 8.5 gigawatts of installed capacity in the next five years (Masdar, 2021)
However, the performance of PVs depends on several factors related to the physics laws governing
energy production. PV panels are constructed from semiconductors that exploit energy from solar
light (solar irradiance) by converting it into electrical current. This indicates that meteorological
conditions at the installed location directly affect the output power and efficiency of the panels.
The intermittency of these conditions will result in unpredicted energy generation. Due to this
reason, integrating PVs with the power grid introduces challenging technical problems, such as
unstable operations. (Li et al., 2020)

1.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
PV systems are often integrated with the electrical grid to support the conventional energy
production system. The integration of a number of PV systems introduces a new electricity
generation profile. Accordingly, the overall electrical grid will comprise two generation profiles
from conventional and PV systems. This accumulative electricity generation profile demands
thorough analyses to balance the electricity supply-demand requirements.
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Moreover, the generated electricity should be instantly used to balance supply and demand, which
maintains the stability of the grid. This industrial procedure is essential to avoid significant
economic losses, wasted electrical energy, and harmful power surges within the power grid.
Another noteworthy limitation is the uncertainty and volatility of the PV power output, which
fluctuates depending on meteorological conditions. Such intermittent characteristics result in an
unpredictable power generation profile. On a larger scale, the fluctuating output power profoundly
impacts the continuity and quality of the generated electricity, further limiting the adaptation of
this technology.
This problem requires immediate intervention as it disrupts the power network operation, reduces
the electric meter accuracy, and overheats the connected power equipment. (Salem et al., 2022)

1.3 PROJECT GOAL AND OBJECTIVES
The concerns can be overcome by forecasting PV power production, using historical
meteorological conditions, and the corresponding power generated. Accurate power forecasting
will mitigate power quality effects posed by large integration of PV systems with existing grids.
Although PV power forecasting is already employed, it is an emerging field in the Gulf Countries
(GC) and the UAE due to the recent adoption of PV technology.
The project investigated the relationships between meteorological conditions and power generated
from PV systems using machine learning algorithms. A forecasting model fitted to the GC
meteorological conditions was developed, which can serve as an alternative to the conventional
physical models. The machine learning algorithm discards the power forecasting dependency on
technical specifications, achieving a generalized forecasting model.

1.4 PROJECT VALUE
Successful completion of this project will be helpful to the national power utilities and energy
producers. Implementation of such forecasting applications is expected to help in balancing the
load-demand profile of the electrical power grid. Not only that, but it can also help in scheduling
maintenance and outage activities to avoid operation during peak production times. Additionally,
modeling using new algorithms in the PV forecasting field is still an emerging topic among
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researchers. Given its differential value, the outcomes of this work will significantly contribute to
the knowledge base of this application.

1.5 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The Team Data Science Process (TDSP) was selected as the data science methodology for this
project, which provided the necessary structural guideline. Microsoft released this agile
methodology to drive successful analytical solutions. Four flexible phases are required to complete
a data science project: business understanding, data acquisition and understanding, modeling, and
deployment. (Martinez et al., 2021)

Figure 1: Team Data Science Process (TDSP) Lifecycle. (Source: Microsoft, 2022).

The research objectives were explored in the business understanding phase, clearly defining the
project aims and objectives. The different aspects related to the problem were identified to
highlight its urgency. Published work on PV power forecasting models was extensively reviewed
to identify the missing research gaps.
TDSP comprises the data acquisition and understanding phase, where exploratory analysis and
pre-processing data tasks are performed on the acquired dataset. However, the dataset in this work
was built from the start to meet the requirements for the region of interest. Furthermore, the
programming language and machine learning algorithm(s) were selected in the model building
phase.
4

The final two stages in the methodology, which are deployment and customer acceptance, are out
of scope as the project is academic work that is not affiliated with a stakeholder or a customer.
However, the success of the model was assessed based on several metrics to evaluate its
performance objectively.

1.6 PROJECT LIMITATIONS
The primary limitation of this work is the absence of data required for building the forecasting
model. Specifically, there is no known published or open data with the required attributes for the
region of interest. This limitation necessitates simulating a dataset that accurately reflects the reallife scenario. However, this arduous task requires extensive technical knowledge to validate the
generated readings. From this perspective, the researchers of this study opted for building a dataset
from the start, given their domain knowledge in the field. The electrical specifications required to
calculate the PV power readings were presumed to meet the current GC requirements.
Another considerable limitation is the algorithm selected for building the forecasting model. Since
the algorithm is relatively new, the documentation required to fully support the model building is
insufficient. In the reviewed literature, the algorithm does not have enough work completed on the
application of interest. Furthermore, the prerequisite process of installing the required libraries and
modules is time-demanding. The same can be said about the computational time needed to train
the model optimally. The reason behind this can be attributed to the substantial size of the built
dataset.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
This section thoroughly discusses the work completed by other researchers to address the
highlighted problem. The literature review revealed that PV power forecasting models
implemented either direct or indirect approaches. The direct methods forecasted the PV power
directly from a PV system for a particular time horizon. On the other hand, the indirect method
used solar irradiation forecasting to obtain the required PV power output.
Furthermore, different forecasting methods were reported in the literature, broadly divided into
three main models: physical, statistical, and hybrid. Physical models simulate the PV power output
based on equations, which relate the characteristics and performance of PV systems with the
available irradiance and meteorological conditions. Statistical models correspond to data-driven
models that interrelate trains of historical data and extract equations to forecast future power. These
models are further classified into time-series and machine learning models. Hybrid models are
ensemble models that combine forecasting models to overcome deficiencies of the individual
models. (El hendouzi & Bourouhou, 2020)

2.1 PHYSICAL FORECASTING MODELS
Physical models are forecasting models that express the performance of the PV system at
converting metrological conditions into electrical power. Such models employ system
specifications to forecast the output power from input metrological and geographical information.
(Ulbricht et al., 2013)
A physical model for a newly commissioned PV system in the United Arab Emirates was
developed by (Al-Aghbari et al., 2017) and (Al-Sabounchi et al., 2019). The built model
interrelated the generated power with metrological conditions (temperature and irradiance), system
standard operating parameters (system temperature, generated power, input weather temperature,
and irradiance), manufacturing specifications (performance ratio), and installation details (system
tilt factor). This work employed a physical forecasting approach since it is the most convenient
given the absence of historical power data. Furthermore, validation of the built system showed
high accuracy of forecasted power with actual power readings from the installed PV system.
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The reviewed literature revealed that physical models are convenient in certain circumstances only,
where historical data is unavailable, such as newly installed PV systems or during designing
phases. However, (Gigoni et al., 2019) claim that such models are complex as they require
including every factor affecting power generation in the real world. A precise physical model
requires deep knowledge of the installed PV systems to comprise all variables, which are not fully
available in most cases. Lastly, the degradation factor of the PV system should be accounted for
in the physical model, which requires continuous monitoring of all variables at all times.
Furthermore, great emphasis was placed on the importance of maintaining the connected
equipment and sensor to produce data and forecasts of high quality. (Roy et al., 2019) highlighted
the same by claiming that improper maintenance of equipment connected to the PV system and
sensors recording measurements is detrimental to the model's performance. The study also
concluded that the availability of information collected from the generating plant directly
influences forecasting accuracy.
Additionally, (Ulbricht et al., 2013) discussed the limitations of forecasting PV power outputs
using the physical approach. The work stated that the dependency of the physical model on the
Numerical Weather Prediction model (NWP) raises high prediction errors. Therefore, most
researchers do not rely on physical models since they are not general forecasting models. To be
precise, they are customized for each PV system and geographical location.

2.2 STATISTICAL FORECASTING MODELS
Unlike physical forecasting models, other models use historical data to construct a generalized
forecasting model. Statistical models interrelate trains of historical data by investigating the
mathematical relationships between random (inference) variable(s) and a non-random (prediction)
variable. In this case, the statistical model forecasts the predicted variable at a predefined time
horizon. The abundance of historical input data enables the statistical model to understand
relationships and patterns between variables. However, such dependency indicates the importance
of available and accurate input data for precise forecasts. (Kaaya & Ascencio-Vásquez, 2021) (Luo
et al., 2021)
According to the literature, researchers classified the statistical model depending on the
implemented approach into two classes: time-series and machine learning models. The
7

Autoregressive Integrated and Moving Average Model (ARIMA), and all its extensions, are
examples of time-series models. On the other hand, machine learning models implement any
machine learning algorithm. (Fara et al., 2021) (Das, 2020)

2.2.1 TIME-SERIES MODELS
Time-series data comprises a set of orderly values recorded at successive time intervals (minutes,
months, or years). Statistical models implement time-series by analyzing past entries to understand
the behavior of variables and derive the relationship between them.
In statistical forecasting, time-series data are decomposed into a signal, used to forecast the future,
and noise (variation), which represents the uncertainty present in the forecast. It is explored by
decomposing the original signal into patterns such as trend, seasonal variation, and cyclical
fluctuations. The trend pattern represents the long-term increase or decrease in data, where slow
changes occur over a prolonged duration. The trend in the time-series could exhibit different
behaviors, such as linear, where data does not fluctuate or change direction, and nonlinear, where
it fluctuates between an increase or decrease. The seasonal variation is identified by fixed
repetitions of rises and falls for a duration that does not exceed a year. Conversely, the cyclical
fluctuations display rises and falls in the data without any fixed frequency, which spans for a
minimum of two years.
Time-series data can be classified into stationary and nonstationary, depending on the mean and
variance. A stationary time-series exhibits constant mean and variance over the time intervals. On
the other hand, a time-series consisting of trend or seasonality patterns is nonstationary since the
patterns influence the time-series at various times. (Hyndman & Athanasopoulos, 2018)
One of the straightforward applications of time-series analysis is the power prediction of PV
systems. Time-series is a suitable forecasting approach due to the intermittent and seasonal
characteristics of PV power systems. (Prema & Rao, 2015)

2.2.1.1 Autoregressive Integrated and Moving Average Models
ARIMA models are classic statistical methods for time-series forecasting, effectively capturing
data dynamics. Different extensions of ARIMA are available depending on the required
components for analysis: Autoregressive (AR), Moving Average (MA), Autoregressive and
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Moving Average (ARMA), Autoregressive Integrated, Moving Average (ARIMA), and Seasonal
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA).
AR models are time-series models that forecast using a linear combination of lags for a given
variable. The first observation in the time-series will continue to affect future observations.
However, the effect becomes less influential as time progresses. Conversely, MA models forecast
by using error lags or a weighted moving average of the last few forecast errors. Unlike its
counterpart, previous errors are not influential in the far future. ARMA combines the
characteristics of previous models, where the number of autoregressive and moving average terms
are required.
ARIMA model is distinct such that it contains an integration component, which represents the
number of nonseasonal differencing required to achieve a stationary time-series. This means that
the model depends on the number of autoregressive terms, the degree of the first differencing
involved, and the number of moving average terms. On the other hand, SARIMA models various
seasonal data by including seasonal and nonseasonal components in their computation.
Additionally, the model introduces the number of seasonal autoregressive terms, the number of
seasonal differences, the number of seasonal moving average terms, and the length of the season.
(Hyndman & Athanasopoulos, 2018) (Diagne et al., 2014)
Forecasting solar power generation using time-series is an extensively rich research area. ARIMA
models offer a reliable forecasting approach for forecasting PV power output. (Das, 2020) states
that they are advantageous as they accept large amounts of information and perform better with
increasing data inputs.
(Yang et al., 2012) proposed an enhanced ARIMA forecasting methodology for hourly global
horizontal irradiance with limited real-time data. The model was built using data from two weather
stations: Miami and Orlando. Researchers shed light on a limitation of the model, where the
physical behavior of the forecast variable, such as sunrise, and sunset, was not considered. This
problem was addressed by accounting for the seasonal components, beginning with the diurnal
cycles as they are foreseeable. Accordingly, the proposed methodology was decomposing the
global solar irradiance into additive components using the Locally Estimated Scatterplot
Smoothing (LOESS) method.
The first model obtained seasonality through the LOESS function of the original time-series. The
remaining components were used to forecast the residual of the next hour. After that, the seasonal
9

component was added to obtain the global horizontal irradiance forecast. The second model
addressed another limitation in short-time forecasting: the presence of rapidly fluctuating
uncertainties in the time-series. The researchers proposed overcoming this limitation by
incorporating additional input data. The exact decomposition concept was applied, except that
meteorological variables were forecasted individually: Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance (DHI) and
Diffuse Normal Irradiance (DNI). The results of both forecasts were consolidated to obtain the
global horizontal irradiance forecasts. The third model used cloud cover forecasting to produce
the same output. The forecasting results were inserted in a predefined polynomial function along
with the zenith angle to forecast global horizontal irradiance values.
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) values of the three models proved the effect of enhancing the
conventional ARIMA models. Based on RMSE errors, model three, followed by model two and
model one, demonstrated the lowest error values. The average value of the models for this metric
are 31.27, 213.97, and 111.6, respectively. The three models outperformed the persistence model,
which assumes no changes occur between the present and forecast time when forecasting future
values.
(Pedro et al., 2012) forecasted PV power output using data from a power plant in California. The
forecast horizon was one and two hours ahead of the hourly averaged generated power. This work
utilized clear sky decomposition on the input data to eliminate the dependency on nonstationary
PV power output. The clear sky-modeled data forecasted PV power using different ARIMA, KNN,
ANN, and Genetic Algorithms-ANN models. Genetic Algorithms (GA) are defined in (Bhasin &
Bhatia, 2011) as adaptive heuristic search algorithms that operate on natural selection and genetics.
These algorithms are commonly used for optimization and search problems. In (Pedro et al., 2012),
the Mean Squared Error (MSE) was used as the criteria to select the best model parameters.
ARIMA was not the best model among the four models. However, it outperformed KNN (162.37
kW) and the Persistent models (160.79 kW) with an RMSE value of 144.26 kW. The ANN,
optimized using GA, showed the best performance among all the models.
(Das, 2020) developed a different short-term forecasting model for global horizontal irradiance of
a horizontal surface. The proposed model forecasted global horizontal irradiance as a function of
tilt angle and degree of cloud cover. A comparative analysis with ARIMA and Smart Persistence
model (SMP), a conventional Persistence model incorporating clear sky index, was used to assess
their different performances. ARIMA model performed well compared to the other two models,
10

evident by an RMSE value of 30.4. The study also explored solar power prediction using two
models, the analytical model, and the ARIMA model. Taking RMSE and forecast score as the
evaluation criteria, the ARIMA model achieved better results than its counterpart for all the given
time horizons.

2.2.1.2 Machine Learning Models
In the last decade, implementing machine learning algorithms for PV power forecasting has been
a point of discussion in the research field. These algorithms explore historical data to uncover
patterns that forecast the output for a predefined time horizon. (Luo et al., 2021) The frequently
used algorithms in this field are Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), and Regression Trees (RT). (Theocharides et al., 2018)
ANN is a multivariate, nonlinear mathematical algorithm modeled after the human biological
brain. It consists of a network of connected neurons with weighted interconnections. The
interconnected weights affect the firing of one neuron on the next. The network comprises an input
layer connected to a hidden layer(s), which is connected to an output layer. These networks
investigate the patterns by mapping the input signals to the desired outputs. (Theocharides et al.,
2018) (Wu et al., 2014)
Implementation of the SVM algorithm gained popularity over the last years in renewable energy
source forecasting. Such applications include solar radiation, solar insulation, and photovoltaic
power forecasting. (Zendehboudi et al., 2018) SVM showed promising results as they use the
structural risk minimization principle, which utilizes empirical error and a regularized term to
optimize the results. In SVM, time-series forecasting is achieved through the kernel function
method by solving nonlinear regression problems. (Wu et al., 2014)
RT is another computer algorithm used for time-series forecasting applications. This algorithm
differs from a regular decision tree in the output. RT predicts a specific value while the decision
tree classifies the outputs. RT is based on the divide and conquer strategy, which predicts the
output by recursively partitioning the data. It starts with the root node, where the algorithm
continues to split the data into partitions. The iterative process of splitting the data is carried on
until the algorithm achieves the desired homogeneity. This process repeats until the model arrives
at the desired numerical prediction. (Theocharides et al., 2018)
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(Luo et al., 2021) proposed an enhanced machine learning algorithm to overcome unaddressed
limitations. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) algorithm, an application of recurrent neural
networks (RNN), was developed to forecast the hourly day-ahead PV power. Previous works on
RNNs did not consider the physics governing PV power production. A Physics-Constrained (PCLSTM) model was developed to avoid unreasonable power predictions, such as high generation
with low irradiance and vice versa. The model explained the power prediction behavior better than
the conventional machine learning models. Based on Mean Absolute Error (MAE), the LSTM,
KNN, and ARMA models returned promising results, which are 3.37, 3.40, and 4.05, respectively.
However, PC-LSTM returned an error of 3.13, which is the lowest value among all the models.
(Wu et al., 2014) studied different machine learning algorithms for one hour ahead power
forecasting. Inputs from three different power systems in Taiwan and Malaysia were utilized to
build the proposed models. The work modelled ARIMA, least-square SVM, ANN models using
the Levenberg-Marquardt approach, and ANN with a fuzzy system (known as Adaptive
Neurofuzzy Inference System - AFNIS). Results concluded that the SVM model demonstrates the
lowest error percentages with an average normalized RMSE of 7.74%. On the other hand, the ANN
models returned an error value of 9.76% for ANN and 9.02% for AFNIS. Besides, both algorithms
outperformed ARIMA, which reported the highest average error of 13.1%.
(Theocharides et al., 2018) addressed the ever growing integration of PV systems with Cyprus
power grids by forecasting PV power output. Three machine learning algorithms of ANN, SVR,
and RT were modelled for a day ahead of power forecasting. The paper used Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE) and RMSE metrics to evaluate the developed models. Although all
models demonstrated great performance, ANN scored the least MAPE and RMSE errors of 0.61%
and 10.37%, respectively. Moreover, the work developed a persistence model that assumed
consistency and immutability of the input metrological parameters at the time of forecasting. The
persistence model was set as a baseline for an evaluation metric, Skill Score (SS), which measures
the prediction improvement of each model compared to the baseline. Again, ANN returned the
highest SS value of 92%, compared to RT and SVR with 86% and 88%, respectively.
Subsequent work on power forecasting was also developed by (Theocharides et al., 2020). The
work studied the possibility of further enhancing the ANN model to improve short-term
forecasting accuracy. Linear regression coefficients were introduced to the traditional ANN
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algorithm to improve its performance. Results showed that the improved model experienced a 2%
decrease in error from the traditional ANN model.

2.2.1.3 New Machine Learning Models - (Prophet Algorithm)
Although Prophet is a recently published algorithm in the time-series forecasting field, it is
implemented in a wide range of applications. According to the reviewed literature about Prophet,
the approach proved its modeling capabilities with various proposed methodologies.
Prophet was applied in metrological factors forecasting, such as temperature forecasting modeled
in (Oo & Phyu, 2020). This work obtained the daily average temperature (2010 to 2017) from a
local weather station in Myitkyina, Myanmar. Univariate time-series forecasting was
implemented, where the annual temperature was forecasted for a year ahead. This model
implemented a direct strategy, which predicts several steps for a defined time. The forecasting
model successfully fitted the data, with an RMSE value of 5.75 (for 2012 and 2014). As the model
demonstrated promising results, it can be concluded that the algorithm is reliable in forecasting
meteorological data.
In Bandung, Indonesia, weather stations use numerical weather prediction (NWP) models to
forecast temperature for a specific time horizon. However, (Toharudin et al., 2021) claim that this
approach can only be used for exploratory purposes. Machine learning algorithms, such as Prophet
and LSTM, were developed to provide more reliable forecasts. Temperature data from a local
weather station (2014 to 2019) was retrieved to predict minimum and maximum temperatures.
According to RMSE values, Prophet effectively forecasted the maximum temperature, while
LSTM proved the same for minimum temperature. Taking the average RMSE, both showed similar
performance in temperature prediction.
Furthermore, (Jagannathan & Divya, 2021) forecasted a year ahead temperature by modeling the
Prophet algorithm. For Chennai, India, the developed model used temperature data (2008 to 2021)
as training data. The study reported that the model outperformed other popular forecasting
algorithms such as ARIMA, Auto-ARIMA, and LSTM, evidenced by an RMSE and accuracy
value of 2.49 and 97.5%, respectively.
However, univariate forecasting does not reflect the real-life scenario, where different attributes
correlate with the output. Univariate Prophet algorithms are limited in such cases and require
enhancements to return realistic outputs. A common practice in the literature overcomes this
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limitation by adding attributes that influence the output. Prophet is then upgraded from a univariate
model to a multivariate one by including additional attributes as regressors.
In (Jagannathan & Divya, 2021), other metrological attributes influencing the temperature
forecasting values were incorporated. The multivariate model introduced wind speed, humidity,
precipitation, and pressure attributes as regressors to the temperature forecasting model. The study
also applied the additive feature of Prophet to enhance the forecasting model further. The timeseries was decomposed into its components with the addition of a regional component. This
component reflects the geographical aspects of the location under study, such as cyclone
information, industrial emissions, and recent lockdown factors. Adding this factor captured the
microclimate variations, which accurately predicted temperature. A comparative analysis was
performed between the univariate Prophet and the Enhanced Prophet Model (EPM). The additional
feature improved the model significantly, where EMP surpassed the univariate Prophet model in
performance. The evaluation metric returned a 0.00059 RMSE and 99.9% accuracy. However, it
is worth highlighting that obtaining high accuracy levels might indicate overfitting of the model.
(Almazrouee et al., 2020) also applied the concept of enhancing the univariate Prophet model by
including factors affecting the electrical generation forecasting. This work was built on the
univariate Prophet model in their previous publication of (Almeshal et al.,2020). (Almeshal et
al.,2020) focused on forecasting the future power output for the years 2020 till 2030. In Kuwait,
the researchers trained the model with historical data (2010 to 2020) of maximum load readings
collected from the national electricity grid. The algorithm demonstrated a low MAPE value of
1.75%, which indicates accurate electrical generation forecasting.
In further developments, (Almazrouee et al., 2020) incorporated additional attributes as regressors
in the univariate Prophet electrical generation forecasting model. These regressors are temperature,
population, and loads (maximum and minimum). In other words, a multivariate Prophet for
electrical generation forecasting was developed based on Kuwait’s electrical grid conditions. The
assessment results demonstrated an improvement in MAPE, decreasing from 3.18%(univariate
Prophet) to 2.77% (multivariate Prophet). The results suggest that incorporating additional
attributes which effectively reflect real-life scenarios enhances forecasting accuracy.
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2.2.1.4 New Machine Learning Models - (Neural Prophet Algorithm)
Compared to Prophet, Neural Prophet is a more recent algorithm in the time-series forecasting
field. Researchers experimented with its application in many different fields. In the health field,
(Khurana et al., 2022) forecasted the second wave of COVID-19 cases. The work concluded that
Neural Prophet showed promising results, where its performance was almost equivalent to other
machine learning algorithms, such as Random Forest and Passion Distribution.
Another interesting application in the health field is (Hyun et al., 2021), where a Neural Prophet
model was trained to diagnose diabetic foot ulcers. Given the highly variable environment,
multiplicative future regressors were set to forecast the future. The findings proved the integrity
of the model, where Neural Prophet demonstrated its excellent modeling capabilities.
In the electrical field, (McCormack et al., 2022) applied Neural Prophet to forecast day-ahead
power for a power system in Morocco. The work explored statistical, and machine-learning
forecasting approaches ARIMA, Holt-Winters, Prophet, Neural Prophet, and LSTM. A
comparative analysis of the developed models suggests that Neural Prophet performed better than
ARIMA and Holt-Winter models. Based on RMSE, the Neural Prophet scored 131.1, while
ARIMA and Holt-Winter scored 182.4 and 145.6, respectively. Moreover, comparing Neural
Prophet with the remaining models proved its excellent forecasting capability. Neural Prophet
performed almost similarly to the widely used LSTM and the new Prophet algorithms.
As Neural Prophet is a new forecasting algorithm, the literature remains insufficient in some fields,
such as PV power forecasting. (Shohan et al., 2022) stated that the application of the Neural
Prophet in the electrical field is yet to be explored.

2.3 HYBRID FORECASTING MODELS
Physical models have shown adequate performance levels in forecasting PV power output.
However, such models are non-generalized and require extensive knowledge of the parameters
and specifications of the connected PV system. The literature review highlighted the preference of
researchers for using statistical approaches, such as ARIMA models, for time-series modeling.
Time-series models often assume linear relationships in the data, enabling the model to capture
available seasonal and nonseasonal patterns. However, considering only linear components does
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not correctly capture the real-life scenario. Besides, such models adopt univariate approaches,
which limits their performance by including only one variable in the analysis. (Perone, 2021)
On the other hand, machine learning algorithms have overcome ARIMA drawbacks for nonlinear
data by including several variables in the analysis. This caused machine learning algorithms to
become powerful tools for finding patterns and relationships in the data. However, such algorithms
are not the solution for all forecasting applications.
It is safe to conclude that individual forecasting models, namely physical and statistical models,
encounter many limitations. Accordingly, researchers proposed combining the limitation of a
model with the strength of another. (Diagne et al., 2014) This ensemble approach, known as the
hybrid model, combines two or more classical models, such as physical and statistical models,
more than one statistical model, or more than one machine learning algorithm. The forecasting
accuracy of the hybrid model is expected to improve since it captures the unique capabilities of
each model. (Luo et al., 2021) (Xiao et al., 2012)
(Gandelli et al., 2014) applied an ensemble approach for an ANN algorithm and the physical shortterm forecasting model. This ensemble model, Physical Hybrid Artificial Neural Network
(PHANN), forecasted the PV power output for a day ahead duration. PHANN composed a Clear
Sky Solar Radiation Model to mathematically compute solar radiation based on the geographical
information of the place. Furthermore, additional physical constraints were introduced, such as
global tilted forecast irradiance, measured irradiance on the system, measured produced power
(AC), and availability in every time span. The purpose of adding these constraints was to minimize
forecasting errors during low irradiance hours. It was evident from the evaluation metric,
normalized MAE (nMAE), that ANN exceeded PHAAN in all weather conditions. PHANN
proved to have better performance than ANN, with an average nMAE value of 10.92 compared to
the score of the latter, 12.56.
(Vrettos & Gehbauer, 2019) developed a hybrid model with a parallel architecture, where
SARIMA was brought together with ANN into a consolidated model. The hybrid model was
implemented for short-term forecasts with a horizon of fifteen minutes to twenty-four hours. The
researchers argued that combining both models increases the reliability during failures, such as a
shortage in power measurements. The model utilized weighing factors for enhancements, where
the factors were continuously recomputed to improve the forecasting. The approach can seamlessly
be integrated with other forecasting models, where only updates of weighing factors are necessary.
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Using data obtained from a laboratory rooftop, the new ANN model effectively reduced the
forecast error by 10% than each model even during increased power volatility circumstances.
The previously mentioned work of (Wu et al., 2014) employed four different machine learning
approaches ARIMA, SVM, ANN, and Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS).
Additionally, a hybrid model was developed for short-term PV power forecasting. The ensemble
approach forecasted PV power using the four models individually. In the next stage, the results
were used to calculate the weighted coefficient for each model using an adaptive GA. The
calculated weighted averages and the outputs of each model were then used to forecast the PV
power. As mentioned in the machine learning section, SVM reported the least error of 7.74%
average normalized RMSE among the four algorithms. However, the hybrid model proved
superior to other forecasting models, reporting a lower average normalized RMSE of 5.21
compared to the SVM algorithm. Furthermore, the forecasted results from the individual and
hybrid models were compared for a commissioned PV system. Again, the hybrid model showed
the highest accuracy in a real-world deployment.
Similarly, (VanDeventer et al., 2019) employed GA to develop a hybrid model with SVM. This
model was proposed for short-term weather forecasting in Geelong city, Australia. The ensembled
Genetic Algorithm-based Support Vector Machine (GASVM) model used both classification and
optimization algorithms. The SVM classified the inputs in which GA then optimized the forecasted
results. The study emphasized that such a hybrid approach significantly improved forecasting
performance. GASVM performed better than the classical SVMs, where the RMSE improved by
669.624 Watts. Another indication of the enhancements in performance is the MAPE
measurements, where GASVM scored a 98.7% value.
In (Makrides et al., 2020), a hybrid model for PV power forecasting was developed by combining
ANN with linear regression algorithms. The hybrid model was set to select the algorithm
depending on the incoming solar irradiance. ANN model was used for power forecasting for
irradiance levels higher than or equal to 300W/m2. The same applied to linear regression for low
irradiance levels less than 300W/m2. Each algorithm was set to the defined irradiance level based
on a series of stress tests and their behaviors during low and high irradiance levels. A comparative
analysis between the hybrid and individual ANN model proved the former to have better
performance, where it scored an nRMSE error of less than 2% in comparison. The theme is also
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recurrent among other reviewed works, where ensemble methods of machine learning algorithms
continue to outperform individual methods.
(Vartholomaios et al., 2021) presented a hybrid model segregating the PV power time-series into
its linear and nonlinear components to capture its intermittent nature. In Greece, the hourly solar
power generation data from the power utility, combined with weather forecasts, was collected for
this study. The model used the decomposition feature of Prophet to estimate seasonal and trend
components. Additionally, Extra-trees (Exts) algorithm was used to capture the remaining
nonlinear patterns in the time-series. Prophet was employed as the decomposition tool, where the
repeating temporal patterns were eliminated from the time-series. After that, the tree-based
ensemble was modeled for short-term forecasting of an hour ahead. The results reflected the
enhancements in the accuracy, which is evident by the decrease in the RMSE from 0.08 for Prophet
alone to 0.067. The researchers suggest a more robust ensemble method that combines Prophet
with other nonlinear models (particularly neural networks). Additionally, implementing
optimization algorithms that can enhance the performance of the model is also suggested.
Similarly, (Bashir et al., 2021) applied the same concept of decomposing the time-series into its
linear and nonlinear components. In this work, either Prophet or SARIMA was set to handle the
linear components depending on specific evaluation metric(s). On the other hand, the nonlinear
components were processed using the LSTM algorithm, which were then linearly added to the
forecast of the optimal model. The forecasted loads were then optimized using Back Propagation
Neural Network (BPNN). Electrical load data from Belgium (2014-2021) was used to model the
short-term electricity load forecasting application, which scored a significantly low MAPE, with
a value of 0.49 %.
In a similar approach, the Prophet algorithm was combined with LSTM in (Ma et al., 2022) to
forecast the temperature in China. Ten years of metrological data starting from 2000 were used for
building the model. The consolidated model began with filtering and normalizing the data to apply
the LSTM algorithm. In parallel, Prophet was applied with logarithmic data inputs to produce
forecasts. Together, the outputs of each model were combined in a processing step to determine
their corresponding weighted averages. Tuning of the weighted averages was performed to
optimize the forecasts further. Forecasts of the hybrid model recorded a low RMSE error of 2.49.
In comparison, the individual models recorded 3.26 using Prophet and 2.5 using LSTM for the
same metrics.
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In (Shohan et al., 2022), LSTM was combined with Neural Prophet to forecast electrical loads for
different time horizons. The collected historical power loads and weather data was used for
modeling. Both LSTM and Neural Prophet algorithms operated simultaneously to forecast outputs.
The results from each model were fed into an ANN with an additional temperature regressor to
improve the accuracy. A safety net concept was incorporated in the architecture, where the lower
performing model was eliminated if the accuracy was significantly reduced compared to its
counterpart. The findings revealed that the hybrid model consistently outperformed the individual
models in different forecasting seasons and locations.

2.4 FORECASTING MODELS CONCLUSION
The extensive literature review on time-series forecasting highlighted the available approaches,
which are either physical, statistical, or hybrid. Each model was implemented in a wide range of
different industrial applications. However, the focus of this review was PV power or metrological
forecasting as they are related to the addressed problem.
Physical models mathematically produce the PV power output using the characteristics of the
system and the meteorological conditions. In contrast, statistical models use trains of historical
data to forecast a variable. These models are further classified into time-series and machine
learning models. Lastly, hybrid models forecast using a combination of two or more classical
approaches, which overcome the deficiencies of individual models.
It can be concluded from the literature review that physical models are not generalized as they are
customized to a particular PV system, geographical location, and meteorological conditions. These
models lack visibility as they need to track all the factors affecting the output. Furthermore, the
forecasted power in such models depends on the degradation factor of the installed equipment.
This factor introduces the performance of the PV system at the current moment to the forecasting
model. Integrity is another challenge that limits the physical models, where installing extra
instruments to incorporate all possible factors influencing the forecast is required.
Other forecasting models were also reviewed, specifically statistical forecasting using ARIMA
time-series. Despite the promising results of ARIMA models, they are impractical due to their
computational constraints. The models require accurate estimation of their parameters, such as the
model operators and the seasonal and nonseasonal components. Moreover, these parameters
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demand a continuous evaluation process to achieve optimal performance. Due to such
requirements, researchers are exploring other statistical forecasting models, such as machine
learning.
Several works in the literature presented the competing performance of machine learning
algorithms with classical ARIMA models. The performance of different algorithms, such as ANN,
SVM, and RT, was explored in PV power forecasting applications. It was concluded that deep
learning approaches demonstrated the best results among others.
Recently, Facebook contributed to the time-series forecasting field by releasing its Prophet
algorithm. Temperature and power generation forecasting was among the reviewed work
implementing this algorithm. As Prophet is still under development by Facebook engineers, an
enhanced framework, Neural Prophet, was recently launched. Despite proving their capabilities in
the published work, their application remains insufficient in many fields, especially power
generation forecasting.
A significant amount of work was accomplished for hybrid PV power forecasting. Different hybrid
models were presented, such as physical and statistical, time-series and machine learning, and
multiple machine learning models. The hybrid models improved the accuracy of PV power
forecasting applications. However, a significant research gap in hybrid models was identified for
Prophet and Neural Prophet algorithms
The reviewed studies reflected results of particular geographical regions, which might not
necessarily prove the same elsewhere. For the GC region, a lack of research contributions was
observed for PV power forecasting. From this perspective, a hybrid model was developed using
Prophet and Neural Prophet algorithms. The model effectively forecasted the power output for a
connected PV power system in the UAE.
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CHAPTER THREE
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This section demonstrates the methodology used in this work to develop a forecasting model for
PV power output. Findings from the literature review and domain experts’ knowledge were
employed to build a comprehensive dataset that fulfills the project requirements. Apart from
dataset building, the literature review findings were utilized to develop the forecasting model.
Since the forecasted output involves sequential data points that occur in successive order over a
duration, a time-series modeling approach was implemented for the model building. The built
dataset was fed to the model to generate PV power forecasts for a 21-Megawatt (MW) PV system.
The obtained power forecasts were evaluated using defined evaluation metric(s) to assess the
accuracy of the forecasts.

Figure 2: Overall Project Methodology.

3.1 DATASET BUILDING
A dataset with required attributes serving the project scope and goals could not be found on opensource repositories. This specific forecasting model built for GC was proposed to compensate for
the lack of research on this topic. Accordingly, a new comprehensive dataset fulfilling the
requirements of this project was built from scratch by the authors of this work.
The literature review of related works identified the most influencing factors that affect the
forecasts. Besides, as domain experts in the PV power systems field, the knowledge and experience
of the team members were utilized to eliminate unnecessary attributes. It is worth mentioning that
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this work focused on the metrological attributes affecting PV power generation in GC weather
conditions.
The required attributes were obtained from different sources and then compiled into one
comprehensive dataset of metrology and PV system information for a specific duration. For this
work, the historical data was obtained from 2014 to 2020 at a fifteen minutes interval. The full
dataset comprised two-hundred forty-five thousand and three hundred seventy-seven readings.

Figure 3: Dataset Building Methodology.

The process diagram illustrates the stages of building the required dataset for this work. The
conclusions drawn from the literature review identified adequate metrological attributes. Related
attributes were fed to the (Al-Aghbari et al., 2017) physical model to obtain PV power readings.
Both datasets were consolidated and further processed to build the complete dataset.

3.3.1 THE METROLOGICAL DATASET
(Wu et al., 2014) states that metrological data are strongly correlated to PV power outputs. After
the identification and elimination processes, the final metrological factors are temperature, global
irradiance, relative humidity, and the total cloud-cover. The metrological data were obtained from
the Meteomatics weather forecast service. Metomatics is an online data repository specialized in
high-resolution weather forecasting. It provides current and historical data across business units in
various cutting-edge and future-proof formats. The required dataset was generated online based
on the selected location, time interval, and required steps.
The obtained metrological dataset consisted of temperature (Celsius), global irradiance (Watts),
relative humidity (Percentage), and total cloud-cover (Octa) from 2014 to 2020 with 15 minutes
intervals stored with respect to a Date-Time attribute.
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3.3.2 THE POWER DATASET
PV power output readings associated with the same metrological data and date could not be
obtained from the same data repository. Accordingly, the knowledge from the physical PV power
forecasting model developed by (Al-Aghbari et al., 2017) was utilized to obtain power values. The
metrological dataset from Metomatics was used as input to the physical model to get PV power
readings. Since this hypothetical dataset simulated an existing PV system connected to the UAE
electrical grid, the authors assumed the connected PV system’s specifications. This PV system
consists of widely used PV modules that meet GC requirements and generate 21 MW power
output.
Based on (Al-Aghbari et al., 2017), the power of PV systems can be calculated depending on
Global Irradiance (G) levels. The system’s final output power 𝑃𝑐 is a function of the PV system
output power at actual weather conditions (P), efficiency irradiance correction factor (K), output
power at Standard Testing Conditions (STC) (𝑃𝑆𝑇𝐶 ), and solar irradiance under the same conditions
(𝐺𝑆𝑇𝐶 ).
For 𝐺 > 200 𝑊/𝑚2
𝑃𝑐 = 𝑃 − 𝐾 × 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝐶 ×

𝐺𝑆𝑇𝐶 − 𝐺
𝐺𝑆𝑇𝐶 − 200

For 𝐺 ≤ 200 𝑊/𝑚2
𝑃𝑐 = 𝑃 − 𝐾 × 𝑃𝑆𝑇𝐶 × [1 − (1 −

𝐺 4
) ]
200

The obtained power results from the above equations were further tuned to comply with actual
readings from an existing PV system at the same location. The used physical model employs a
performance ratio in the forecasts, which measures the actual power output from the PV system
after the deduction of energy loss. This performance ratio was adjusted for each month to tune the
generated power readings to reflect the actual readings. The PV power output was obtained
separately for each month of the defined duration. Power data from January to December was
compiled in a full-year dataset for each of the seven years. The outcome was PV system power
data obtained from 2014 to 2020, at 15 minutes intervals, stored with respect to a Date-Time
attribute.
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3.3.3 THE CONSOLIDATED DATASET
The two obtained datasets, metrological and power, should be consolidated into one
comprehensive dataset. The consolidation process was conducted using the python programming
language. Since both datasets consist of different attributes, a common attribute was identified to
serve as a pivot during the merging process. The Date-Time attribute was selected as the basis for
merging the datasets together. Consequently, data formats and types were aligned to avoid any
inconsistencies.
Furthermore, data processing was achieved, such as filling null power values with the knowledge
of the domain experts. Moreover, it was noticed that a couple of data tuples in the consolidated
dataset were stored under the year 1900. Such tuples were discarded from the dataset, and
respective power readings returned null values.

3.2 FORECASTING MODEL METHODOLOGY

Figure 4: Forecasting Model Methodology

From the previous section, the dataset was built to compose temperature, irradiance, relative
humidity, cloud cover, power, and date-time attributes. A correlation assessment between
metrological attributes and power attribute was performed to discard the non-correlated ones. The
correlation assessment will be explained in detail in the data exploration section. The proposed
time-series forecasting model comprised three stages. In the first stage, three univariate prediction
sub-models were built to produce forecasts of the highly correlated metrological attributes at a
predefined duration. These attributes are temperature, irradiance, and humidity. Data from the
metrological sub-models were combined into one metrological forecast dataset. The metrological
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forecast and the original datasets were inputs to the multivariate model. The model forecasted the
generated power output for the same defined duration. It is worth mentioning that a month is the
selected forecasting duration for this work.

3.3 IMPLEMENTED ALGORITHMS
As mentioned in the literature review section, Prophet and Neural Prophet were used to develop
the proposed model in this work. These algorithms proved their excellent interpretability in various
research areas. However, the published work on Neural Prophet and Prophet algorithms remain
insufficient in many fields, especially power generation forecasting. The reason is that these
algorithms have only been recently released, and researchers are yet to experiment with them in
different areas.
The proposed sub-models were built using a univariate Neural Prophet algorithm to forecast the
temperature, humidity, and irradiance separately. Furthermore, the final model was developed
using a multivariate Prophet algorithm to forecast the PV output power for a 21 MW PV system.

3.3.1 PROPHET ALGORITHM
Prophet is an open-source forecasting tool built by Facebook’s Data Science team in 2017. Similar
to ARIMA time-series forecasting, Prophet also employs decomposition of the time-series into
different components to interrelate inputs and outputs. The time-series is decomposed into three
components: growth (trend), seasonality, and holiday (event/ cyclic). Errors (noise) are also
incorporated to include any unusual changes that are not reflected. Mathematically, Prophet is
expressed as follows:
𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑔(𝑡) + 𝑠(𝑡) + ℎ(𝑡) + 𝜖𝑡
Prophet fits any time-series based on an additive model of growth 𝑔(𝑡), seasonality 𝑠(𝑡) and
holiday ℎ(𝑡), while incorporating errors in the model 𝜖𝑡 . The growth factor demonstrates the abrupt
non-periodic changes in the time-series representing its varying mean. The growth factor implies
three possible trends of logistic (nonlinear), linear, and flat growth models. The nonlinear timeseries can be characterized by general increase or decrease patterns. The seasonality factor refers
to the variations in the time associated with any aspect of the calendar, such as daily, monthly,
weekly, or annually. In general, the Fourier series of the curves in the time-series represents
seasonality. Seasonality is identified by fixed periodic repetition of rises and falls at fixed intervals
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caused by natural or man-made events. The holiday factor displays rise and fall in the time-series
due to predictable shocks or disruptions. Finally, the remaining parts in the time-series that the
model can’t explain are reflected in the error term (Jagannathan & Divya, 2021) (Toharudin et al.,
2021).
Prophet demonstrates its excellent ability to handle large time-series data with robust seasonal
effects. It is strongly capable of overcoming data processing challenges, such as missing data and
outliers. It consists of simple, intuitive, and interpretable parameters that the user can effectively
tune. It is a simple forecasting approach due to its built-in property of estimating the time-series
component. Hence, eliminating the extensive background knowledge on the addressed problem
and time-series modeling. Due to this property, Prophet surpasses the traditional time-series
algorithms, such as the ARIMA model and its derivatives, which demand the selection of its
coefficients (Jagannathan & Divya, 2021).
Besides its user-friendly feature, Prophet is a reliable, realistic, fast, and accurate time-series
forecasting tool. These properties empower Prophet to be a versatile time-series forecasting
algorithm. Accordingly, the algorithm became widely adaptable in many applications once
available to the public research community, such as business, air pollution, bitcoin, website traffic,
and power predictions (Toharudin et al., 2021) (Oo & Phyu, 2020).

3.3.2 NEURAL PROPHET ALGORITHM
In late 2020, Facebook developed Neural Prophet, a user-friendly time-series forecasting
framework that succeeds the classical prophet model. Neural Prophet addresses the Prophet’s main
shortcomings: scale, customization, extensibility, and lack of local context for forecasting, which
is crucial for short-term forecasting.
This algorithm combines statistical and deep learning models for time-series modeling. Statistical
models, such as ARIMA, are parametric models that greatly depend on the underlying data. They
are said to be insufficient in analyzing large data and complex patterns. On the other hand, the
nonparametric deep learning models do not make assumptions about the mapping function.
Instead, they search the functional form provided with the training data. As a result, these models
are scalable even with complex datasets. However, their black-box nature deems them less
efficient in commercial and operational forecasting, which must be explained easily. The
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collaboration between statistical and deep learning models is required to transcend the gap between
the two approaches.
Neural Prophet comprises the same components as the classical Prophet model. However, it is
combined with a deep learning approach, neural networks. Auto-regression and lagged covariates
are also linearly added to the model for enhanced forecasting.
A beneficial characteristic of the model is that it allows both automatic and predefined
hyperparameter selection. A domain subject matter expert can provide the predefined selection to
reflect reality accurately. (NeuralProphet: The neural evolution of Meta’s Prophet)
Similar to the classical Prophet, the model comprises additive components, each individually
impacting the forecast output. The model predicts many steps horizon at once. After the horizon
is specified, each time step will be forecasted using the following formula:
𝑦̂𝑡 = 𝑔(𝑡) + 𝑠(𝑡) + ℎ(𝑡) + 𝑎(𝑡) + 𝑓(𝑡) + 𝑙(𝑡)
Growth 𝑔(𝑡), seasonality 𝑠(𝑡), and holiday ℎ(𝑡) components are the same in the classical Prophet
algorithm. Additionally, Neural Prophet introduces three types of regressors: auto-regressors 𝑎(𝑡),
future regressors 𝑓(𝑡), and lagged regressors 𝑙(𝑡).
Neural Prophet implements the concepts of producing future predictions used in AR models. The
auto-regressors forecast through a linear combination using lags (or previous values) of a given
variable. However, the AR-Net implemented in Neural Prophet modifies the forecasting horizon
to produce only a user-defined horizon using one model. The future regressors are the external
variables with known future values for the forecasted period. In contrast, the lagged regressors are
past values observed in the forecasted period, which are unknown in the future. (Catherine, 2022)
(Triebe et al., 2021)

3.4 EVALUATION METRICS
Model evaluation is a necessary process in machine learning, which gauges how well a model
performs. Typically, different evaluation metrics are selected to determine the best model that will
continue to give good results in the future. To evaluate any model, unseen data, which the model
has not been trained with, is used to understand its performance objectively. The training dataset
cannot be used for objective evaluation to avoid model overfitting. From the literature reviewed,
the evaluation metrics commonly selected for this type of algorithm are Root Mean Square Error
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(RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The mathematical equation for both metrics is given
as follows:
𝑛

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √∑
𝑖=1

(𝑦̂ − 𝑦)2
𝑛

𝑛

1
𝑀𝐴𝐸 = ∑|𝑦 − 𝑦̂|
𝑛
𝑖=1

Both metrics are a function of actual (𝑦) and forecasted values (𝑦̂) over for a given number of
readings (𝑛). Both metrics evaluate how much the forecasted values deviate from the actual results.
RMSE associates larger errors with higher weights, making it very useful in cases where such
errors are undesirable, which is a requirement in the proposed model. Conversely, MAE provides
the average value of the forecasted error, where all errors are weighted equally. Additionally,
behaviors of these metrics were visualized to understand the model performance.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATA ANALYSIS
This section presents the different tasks completed using python software to meet the objectives
of this research. Prerequisite tasks, such as exploratory data analysis and preprocessing, were
completed before building the model.
A hybrid forecasting model for PV power outputs was successfully developed using historical
meteorological conditions and the corresponding power. The model was built using the proposed
methodology, where three sub-models forecasted the meteorological conditions. The forecasts of
these models were used in forecasting the final power model for the region of interest. The model’s
performance was objectively evaluated in this section to assess the project’s success.

4.1 EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS
Exploratory data analysis is a renowned statistical approach that summarizes raw data
characterized by large volume and variety in a meaningful way. This approach uncovers the
relationship between the associated variables before building the machine learning model. It is
often used to determine the preprocessing tasks necessary to prepare the data for the model
building phase.

4.1.1 DATA FAMILIARIZATION
The first readings are displayed to understand the content of the dataset. The attributes of the built
dataset are temperature (Celsius), global irradiance (Watts), relative humidity (Percentage - %),
total cloud cover (Octa), and power (Watts). These data are stored in a data frame indexed by a
date-time attribute with a 15 minutes timestep.
Table 1: First five readings of the dataset.
Sr

Date Time

Temperature

Global Irradiance

Relative Humidity

Total Cloud Cover

Power

0

1/1/2014 0:00

14.4

0

54.9

0

0

1

1/1/2014 0:15

14.2

0

55.7

0

0

2

1/1/2014 0:30

14.0

0

56.6

0

0

3

1/1/2014 0:45

13.8

0

57.6

0

0

4

1/1/2014 1:00

13.6

0

58.5

0

0
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4.1.2 MISSING VALUE IDENTIFICATION
A missing value is described as an empty data reading for an attribute in a given record. Missing
values must be addressed as incomplete information leads to distribution deviation, poor sample
representation, and biased attribute estimation. The statistical power of a model is said to be
compromised if the missing values remain untreated, especially if they exist in large numbers.
Table 2: Counts of missing data instances in each attribute.
Attribute

Date Time

Temperature

Global Irradiance

Relative Humidity

Total Cloud Cover

Power

Count

0

0

0

0

0

197

Table (2) displays the missing values in each attribute of the built dataset. As shown, these values
only exist in the power attribute, where 197 missing entries are identified.

4.1.3 DUPLICATE DATA IDENTIFICATION.
The duplicate assessment is used to identify whether the dataset contains any repeated information.
If duplicate information is confirmed, it should be processed depending on the context of the
problem to achieve a unique dataset. Each row in the data must be recorded one time only to ensure
its integrity.
Table 3: Counts of unique and duplicate data tuples in the dataset.

Count
Unique Data Tuples

245377

Duplicate Data Tuples

0

Table (3) fortunately shows that the dataset does not contain duplicate information, which means
that each data record is unique as it completely differs from one another.

4.1.4 DATA STATISTICAL SUMMARY
Data statistical summary is an approach that summarizes the behavior of raw data in a meaningful
way. Table (4) presents the statistical summary of attributes of the built dataset, excluding the datetime attribute. These statistical parameters are count, mean, standard deviation, minimum,
maximum, and quartiles.
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Table 4: Statistical summary of each attribute.

Attribute
Statistic
Count

Temperatur
e
245377

Global
Irradiance
245377

Relative
Humidity
245377

Total
Cloud Cover
245377

245180

Mean

28.548

249.374

46.479

1.448

3.959

Std

8.153

22.647

2.377

Min

8.100

326.829
0.000

2.300

0.000

5.164
0.000

25%

22.200

0.000

27.700

0.000

0.000

50%

28.600

0.000

44.100

0.000

0.000

75%

34.700

526.200

64.000

2.000

8.624

Max

48.600

1064.600

100.000

8.000

16.841

Power

Such parameters measure the central tendency and dispersion, which explain the data distribution
and statistical behavior. The mean is a central tendency measure that provides the average value
for the given data points. On the other hand, the standard deviation is a dispersion measure that
shows the data distribution by explaining the spread from the mean. The minimum and maximum
are the range values that indicate the variability of the distribution in an attribute. The quartiles
split the data into equal sizes to give information about the shape of the distribution, whether it is
skewed or normally distributed. The tabular format of these parameters provides valuable insights
into the dataset. However, the attributes will also be visualized to understand the data behavior
clearly.

4.1.5 ATTRIBUTES OUTLIER ANALYSIS
Outliers are known as anomalous data points that are numerically distant from the rest of the data
points. Typically, very high or low values that are observed at the far end of a distribution.
Statistically, they require to be addressed as they increase the variability of the data, producing
biased estimates of the machine learning model. Box and whiskers plot is a statistical technique
used to visualize the existence of outliers in an attribute. The lower end of the box denotes the
lower quartile, while the upper end denotes the upper quartile. On the inside of the box, the
separation line represents the median of the attribute. The range (maximum and minimum) values
are said to exist at the end of the whiskers. From this perspective, outlier values are the data points
existing beyond the maximum and minimum values of the plot.
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Figure 5: Box and whisker plots for available attributes.

Figure (5) shows the box and plot whiskers for global irradiance, temperature, relative humidity,
total cloud cover, and power. The global irradiance attribute is presented separately because it has
greater variability in scale than the remaining attributes.
As shown, the global irradiance, total cloud cover, and power outliers exist in the upper end of the
distribution only. However, the same cannot be said about temperature and humidity, where
outliers exist at the distribution’s lower end.

Figure 6: Yearly box and whisker plots for each attribute.

Figure (6) provides a close view of the outlier behavior of the data over the recorded years, from
2014 to 2020. It is observed that the cloud cover attribute contains an overwhelming number of
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outliers in its distribution compared to the rest of the attributes. However, these outliers experience
F a decrease over the years.
i

4.1.6 ATTRIBUTES DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

g

uGaussian distribution plots are used to demonstrate the behavioral shape of a given attribute. A
r normal distribution means the data takes the form of a bell curve, where most data points are closer
eto the mean. On the other hand, the absence of this shape means that the data is skewed, whether
S to the right or left. Skewed data requires transformation as they bias the outcome of a machine
learning model.
E
Q
F
i
g
Figure 7: Distribution plots of available attributes.

u
r Figure (7) shows that the temperature attribute shows a normal gaussian distribution, demonstrated
e
\
*

by the bell-shaped curve. The global irradiance, relative humidity, and power distributions are
skewed to the lower end of the distribution. The same can be said about the total cloud cover,
which comprises several peaks. This statistical behavior denotes more than one mode in the

attribute, known as a multimodal distribution.
A
R

4.1.7 ATTRIBUTES DENSITY ANALYSIS.

ADensity analysis is a method used to show the concentration of data for a given attribute. Using a
Bcolor-coded system, it visually represents the volume of similar readings in the dataset. They are
I beneficial, especially during the visualization of massive data in regular plots, where a substantial
Coverlap between data could occur. Consequently, this limits the visibility of the plots and their
6interpretability.
. One way to investigate the density of an attribute is using heat map visualizations. The darker a
Ashade of a color is, the tighter the dispersion of the data is around that value. The following heat
t maps demonstrate the density analysis for the average (Temperature, relative humidity, and cloud
t cover) or maximum (global irradiance and power) readings of the attributes.
r
i
b
u
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Figure 8:Average daily temperature (ͦ C) by years and months.

The average daily temperature heat map by month shows that the readings of the dataset are heavily
concentrated between May till September. It can be concluded that most recorded temperatures
are between 32.0 to 35.4 (Celsius). The mode of this attribute is 35.4 (Celsius), as observed from
the heat map, where it is denoted by the darkest color.

Figure 9:Average daily relative humidity (%) by years and months.

The average daily relative humidity heat map by month shows that the readings of the dataset are
heavily concentrated between December till January. The most reoccurring readings are 59.1, 59.9,
60.1, and 60.3 (%). Similarly, using the darkest color in the heat map, the mode of this attribute is
found to be 60.3(%).
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Figure 10: Average cloud cover (Octa) by years and months.

The average cloud cover heat map by month shows that the readings of the dataset are mostly
concentrated between February to March. The readings between 2.4 to 3.7 (Octa) are found to be
the most repeated values. The top repeated reading is 3.7 (Octa) in the cloud cover attribute shown
in the heat map.

Figure 11: Maximum global irradiance (Watts) by years and months.

The average maximum global irradiance heat map by month shows that the readings of the dataset
are heavily concentrated throughout all the months of the year. It is worth mentioning that the heat
map reflects the maximum reading for each month. Therefore, it is safe to conclude from the heat
map that the maximum global irradiance values are above 900 (Watts) over the entire duration.
Such a range of global irradiance values is reasonable as the country demonstrates one of the
highest rates of sun exposure (irradiance) around the world.
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Figure 12: Maximum power (MegaWatts AC) by years and months.

The power heat map demonstrates similar behavior to the previous heat map, where a minimal
variation in readings over the defined duration is observed. This is attributed to the fact that power
relies significantly on global irradiance for its output. High global irradiance values resulted in
maximum power readings between 15.3 to 16.8 (Megawatt AC).

4.1.8 ATTRIBUTES CORRELATION ANALYSIS.
A correlation matrix is used to present the relationship nature between the different attributes.
Theil’s U conditional measure is a unitless value used to evaluate the correlation level between
attributes. It represents how capable an attribute (x) is at predicting the target attribute (y). The
results can range from zero, which denotes zero correlation with the target, to one, which shows
the highest correlation with the target variable.

Figure 13: Correlation values between the different metrological attributes and power attribute.

Figure (13) shows the correlation between temperature, global irradiance, relative humidity, and
total cloud cover with the target value (power). The scale on the right margin shows the strength
of the relationship. Temperature and humidity attributes show a moderate correlation to the target
value. This means that temperature, global irradiance, and relative humidity attributes influence
power prediction significantly. On the other hand, the total cloud cover attribute does not show
any note-worthy correlation. Accordingly, it will be discarded during the model building phase.
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Another visualization that demonstrates the correlation between the attributes is pair plots. These
plots represent pairwise relationships between the attributes in the given dataset. Pair plots include
two basic types of visualizations, histograms and scatter plots used for continuous or categorical
attributes. The histograms located on the diagonal illustrate the distribution of the attributes. In
comparison, the scatter plots on both sides of the diagonal demonstrate the relationships between
the attributes. These plots are useful as they identify and investigate trends and relationships
between the attributes.

Figure 14: Pair plots between the different metrological attributes and power attribute (scatter and distribution plots).

Figure (14) demonstrates the pair plot of attributes in the dataset. For the scope of this work, only
the relationship between power and the highly related attributes (temperature, global irradiance,
and relative humidity) are investigated. The histograms have already been interpreted using the
gaussian distribution plots in the attributes’ distribution analysis section. The power and
temperature scatter plot shows a downward parabolic behavior, where power increases with
temperature until a particular value, then decreases as the temperature increases. On the other hand,
global irradiance and power show a linear behavior for different segments of the global irradiance.
However, there is a weak relationship between relative humidity and power, as evident from their
scatter plot.
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4.2 DATA PREPROCESSING
Preprocessing is an essential phase that takes place before implementing the selected machine
learning algorithm. Preprocessing comprises several procedures performed on raw data to transfer
it to a useful format necessary for modeling.
As mentioned in the documentation, the selected algorithms (Prophet and Neural Prophet) can
overcome the missing data and outliers. It was concluded from the data exploration that no missing
values are found in the dataset. Therefore, the algorithms will only overcome the outliers present
in the historical data.
However, data format requirements are mentioned in the documentation of the algorithms. The
target value should be stored in a y-named attribute and the respective date-time in a ds-named
attribute. Based on this requirement, the associated attributes in each sub-model -explained in the
following sections- are updated to comply with the algorithm requirements.
Another processing step required for model building is splitting the dataset for training and
validation. Since the proposed model is a time-series forecasting model, the split was logically
performed based on a defined time period. The training data is the larger portion of data used to
train the model over the defined duration. On the other hand, the validation data evaluated the
model performance objectively. The training duration was defined as starting from 1st January
2014 until 1st December 2020. On the other hand, December 2020 was selected as the validation
duration.

4.3 MODEL BUILDING
As stated in the project description chapter, the implemented time-series methodology will obtain
the forecasting values in three stages. Prophet and Neural Prophet are the selected machine
learning algorithms to build the hybrid model. Generally, both algorithms require a (ds) input,
which represents the date-time attribute, and (y) input, which represents the target (forecasted)
attribute. The column head(s) of the input dataset were updated accordingly.
In the first stage, three univariate Neural Prophet models were built to forecast temperature, global
irradiance, and relative humidity. After that, the forecasts of each model were combined in one
dataset along with the original dataset. Finally, the consolidated dataset was used as an input to the
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multivariate Prophet model, which forecasted the power output. The univariate algorithm
framework was upgraded to a multivariate one by adding the other (metrological) attributes as
regressors. It is worth mentioning that a predefined forecasting duration was set for one month
ahead with 15 minutes time step. For this work, the forecasting duration started from 31st
December 2020 up to 31st January 2021. A detailed explanation of each model is provided in the
following subsections.

4.3.1 TEMPERATURE FORECASTING MODEL
The first forecasting model, which forecasts temperature for a defined duration, was modeled using
the univariate Neural Prophet algorithm. This model was tailored according to findings of the
temperature time-series in figure (15). The input dataset was updated by only including date-time
(ds) and temperature (y) attributes to comply with univariate model requirements.
A time-series plot exploring the temperature attribute is required to study its behavior over time
before the model building. One month (December 2020) was selected for visualizing the timeseries to perform a detailed examination, as illustrated in figure (15). The temperature time-series
demonstrated an overall steady performance with an average temperature of 25 Celsius during the
given period.
The temperature time-series was further explored in terms of seasonality, trend, and holiday factors
that are essential for the selected machine learning algorithms. Figure (15) shows that temperature
followed a linear trend over time. Moreover, the repetitive parabolic behavior of temperature over
the duration demonstrates the presence of seasonality.
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Figure 15: Temperature attribute time-series for the month of December 2020.

4.3.1.1 Model Parameters
The model was built using a list of parameters based on conclusions derived from the temperature
time-series and inputs from the domain expert. A validation step was performed to ensure using
the parameters that optimize the model learning. This process includes building several models,
where all possible parameters’ options are listed, and possible combinations are tested accordingly.
The optimized model was assessed based on the evaluation metrics of RMSE and MAE. The model
with parameters scoring the lowest RMSE and MAE was selected as the forecasting model. It is
important to note that the used parameters were again cross-validated with the domain expert to
ensure that they reflect the real-life scenario.
The seasonality factor parameters associated with this model are the seasonality components
(daily, weekly, and yearly) and the seasonality mode. The daily seasonality parameter was
enabled to encounter any seasonality within the day. The weekly seasonality was turned off
since the temperature data do not experience any fluctuations related to the weekdays. A 365-value
was set for the yearly seasonality parameter, where a repetitive parabolic behavior over the days
of the year is expected. All seasonality components experience similar additive behavior, where
the magnitude of the seasonal fluctuations was almost constant over time. Accordingly, the
additive mode was the most convenient for the seasonality mode.
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Parameters of the trend factor are associated with the growth mode, the number of change points
in the trend, and the change point range. The algorithm detected the growth mode, where a linear
growth for the temperature time-series was set. On the other hand, the change points value was
configured based on the time-series exploration. Change points refer to the most significant points
where the time-series changed its direction or slope. For temperature time-series, 730 change
points were selected, where two change points were defined within a day for the whole year (two
multiplied by 365). The change point range parameter was set to 1 to include the full time-series
in training the model. This ensured capturing most of the change points to avoid missing any
change points in case the change falls in a region between any two change points.
Temperature values could not be associated with the holiday factor as its values are unrelated to
any calendar events. Accordingly, the holiday factor was neglected in the temperature
forecasting model. This was accomplished by avoiding introducing any calendar-related events or
holidays to the model.
Additionally, the neural network is associated with a couple of parameters, such as epoch number
and learning rate. Epoch is a hyperparameter metric that specifies the number of passes the
machine learning will complete through the entire dataset. The algorithm determines the epoch
number depending on the dataset size. For the temperature training dataset, a value of 46 was set
for the epoch number.
Lastly, the learning rate parameter refers to the pace at which the algorithm updates the value of
the estimated parameter. The learning rate of the temperature forecasting model was
configured as 0.003, meaning that the embedded neural network used this value as the weight to
control the algorithm adaptation to the problem.

4.3.1.2 Model Training and Validation
The final list of parameters defined in the previous section was used along with the training dataset
to train the model. The visualizations shown in figure (16) reflect the selected parameters of the
model. The decomposed trend component exhibits a linear growth behavior, evident in various
trends with different slopes between the change points. The trend rate change is a reflection of the
decomposed trend visualization. It represents the rate of change occurring at each change point.
As observed, the pattern trend rate change did not experience a significant change until the last
three years, demonstrating an abrupt change in its trajectory.
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The yearly seasonality component is marked by repetitions of the rise and fall in behavior. As
shown, the peak of those repetitions occurred during the middle of the year. The daily seasonality
pattern demonstrated two clear turning points, reflecting the temperature change during the day
and night. To elaborate more, the daily seasonality showed a dramatic increase in the morning
hours, followed by a drastic decrease in the night hours.

Figure 16: Seasonality and trend components of the temperature forecasting model.

The temperature model was evaluated to assess the forecasting accuracy, which indicates the
system’s behavior. This evaluation was performed by forecasting the temperature values for the
defined validation duration. After that, the forecasts were compared to the actual temperature
values recorded for the same duration. Table (5) shows a sample of the temperature forecasting
results.
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Table 5: Temperature forecasting model validation - comparison between actual and forecasted values (random sample).

18.9

Predicted
Temperature
18.642017

Difference
(+/-)
0.257983

12/03/2020 05:45

13.4

20.849598

7.449598

1908

12/20/2020 21:00

20.8

20.650127

0.149873

0612

12/07/2020 09:00

38.7

37.312904

1.387096

1017

12/11/2020 14:15

32.9

30.40276

2.49724

Sr.

Date Time

Actual Temperature

1061

12/12/2020 01:15

0215

As shown, the predicted and actual values show similar values. Figure (17) supports the findings,
where the forecasting model successfully mimicked the actual temperature behavior.

Figure 17: Temperature forecasting model validation – time-series of actual and forecasted values.

4.3.1.3 Model Evaluation
The built model was evaluated using RMSE, in which the forecasted values are compared to the
actual ones. RMSE was visualized to show the training and validation loss over the increasing
number of epochs in figure (18). The RMSE experiences a dramatic decrease in losses up to three
epochs, where the model was observed to learn better with each increase. After that, the losses are
not affected as the number of epochs increases, meaning that the model learning rate is stabilized.
The lowest recorded error is 2.64 and 2.67 for training and validation losses, respectively.
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Figure 18: Temperature forecasting model RMSE values versus epoch number.

Another error measurement, MAE, is analyzed in figure (19) to support the previous error findings.
Validation and training datasets scored low MAE values of 1.98 and 2.09, respectively. MAE
shows a similar behavior, with a dramatic decrease in losses up to three epochs. After that, the
losses are not affected as the number of epochs increases.

Figure 19: Temperature forecasting model MAE values versus epoch number.

4.3.1.4 Model Output
The model was used to forecast the temperature values for a month ahead duration. Table (6)
presents a sample of the model’s output. These values show a good indication of the results given
the temperature conditions of the UAE during December.
Table 6: Last five readings of temperature model output.

Sr.

Date Time

Actual Temperature (y)

Forecasted Temperature (yhat 1)

3066

1/31/2021 22:45

None

21.8657

3067

1/31/2021 23:00

None

21.69099

3068

1/31/2021 23:15

None

21.528568

3069

1/31/2021 23:30

None

21.376747

3070

1/31/2021 23:45

None

21.232691
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Additionally, the forecasted temperature was further visualized in figure (20). The forecasted
temperature time-series experienced a similar forecasting pattern to the observed one in December.

Figure 20: A month ahead temperature forecasts (model output).
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4.3.2 GLOBAL IRRADIANCE FORECASTING MODEL
The global irradiance forecasting model was also built using the Neural Prophet algorithm. The
algorithm used a univariate approach to produce one-month forecasts of global irradiance.
Accordingly, the input dataset was updated by only including date-time (ds), and temperature (y)
attributes to comply with univariate model requirements.
The global irradiance time-series was plotted to explore the attribute’s behavior. Like the
temperature time-series, December 2020 was selected for analysis, as demonstrated in figure (21).
The global irradiance time-series is marked by predictable behavior, which repeats over the days.
The global irradiance behavior increases until the peak of the day. Then, it continues to decrease
until it reaches a zero value since global irradiance values cannot exist at night time due to the
absence of solar energy. Overall, an average global irradiance of 750 Watt is noticed for the given
examination duration.
The time-series was also explored in terms of the algorithm components of trend, seasonality, and
holiday. A linear trend in the global irradiance time-series is detected, as evident in figure (21).
Furthermore, the repetitive pattern indicates the presence of seasonality.

Figure 21: Global irradiance attribute time-series for the month of December 2020.
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4.3.2.1 Model Parameters
Based on the findings from the previous section and inputs from the domain expert, the parameters
of the model were defined as mentioned in table (7). A single confirmation step was conducted to
optimize the model performance, where several models were generated and fitted using different
parameter values. Accordingly, the parameters associated with the lowest errors (RMSE and
MAE) were selected to build the model.
Table 7: Neural Prophet algorithm parameters of global irradiance forecasting model.

Sr.

Neural Prophet Algorithm Component

1

Seasonality Component

2

Trend component

3

Holiday Component

4

Neural Network component

Algorithm Parameter
Daily Seasonality
Weekly Seasonality

Value
Enabled
Disabled

Yearly Seasonality
Seasonality Mode
Growth Mode

365
Additive
Linear

Number of Change Points

5110

Change Point Range

1

Holidays Timing

Disabled

Number of Epoch

46

Learning Rate

0.003

In general, all of the parameters defined in the global irradiance model are similar to the parameters
of the first forecasting model. The only difference between the two models’ parameters is the
number of change points. The global irradiance forecasting model identified 5110 change points,
representing two change points within one day for seven years. |

4.3.2.2 Model Training and Validation
The parameters identified in table (7) were used to train and fit the global irradiance forecasting
model using the training dataset. The outlook on the global irradiance behavior shows a general
downward linear trend, where fluctuating rise and fall behavior is evident between the change
points. Taking a close look at the trend rate, the observed pattern shows a steady rate of change
occurring at each change point. However, great variability in the trend rate of change occurs in the
last year of the defined period.
Similar to temperature, the yearly seasonality pattern continues to repeat itself, where the peak of
the repetitions occurs during the mid-months of the year. As global irradiance is primarily
dependent on the existence of solar energy, the daily seasonality behavior is characterized by a
significant increase in the morning hours, followed by a significant decrease in the night hours.
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Figure 22: Seasonality and trend components of the global irradiance forecasting model.

The forecasting accuracy was investigated by comparing the forecasted and actual values for the
defined validation duration. A sample of the forecasted and actual global irradiance values is
shown in table (8).
Table 8: Global irradiance forecasting model validation - comparison between actual and forecasted values.

12/17/2020 04:30

Actual
Global Irradiance
0.0

Forecasted
Global Irradiance
-48.537861

Difference
(+/-)
48.537861

0870

12/10/2020 01:30

0.0

24.762943

24.762943

1215

12/13/2020 15:45

281.1

391.679016

110.579016

0582

12/07/2020 01:30

0.0

71.834229

71.834229

1328

12/14/2020 20:00

0.0

-89.911484

89.911484

Sr.

Date Time

1554

From table (8), forecasted values corresponding to zero for actual global irradiance values show
an unrealistic deviation. The reason is that global irradiance cannot return negative values resulting
from the absence of sun rays. The domain expert proposed tuning the model based on these
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conditions. Data instances that include negative global irradiance forecasts were replaced with zero
values. Figure (23) shows the effectiveness of this step in the forecasted and actual global
irradiance plots.

Figure 23: Global irradiance forecasting model validation – time-series of actual (actual y) and forecasted (yhat1) values.

4.3.2.3 Model Evaluation
The RMSE loss for the global irradiance model was also visualized in figure (24) to show its
behavior in terms of model training and validation. A significant decrease in both losses is evident
up to 46 epochs. The model learned significantly during the first three epochs, where the learning
rate stabilized after that value. The lowest recorded error is 65.38 and 89.81 for training and
validation losses, respectively.

Figure 24: Global irradiance forecasting model RMSE values versus epoch number.
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The MAE loss shows very similar behavior to the previous error. A significant decrease in both
losses is evident up to the fifth epoch. Following this number, the increase of epochs does not show
any significant difference in the behavior of the model. The lowest recorded error is 51.09 and
73.87 for training and validation losses, respectively.

Figure 25: Global irradiance forecasting model MAE values versus epoch number.

4.3.2.4 Model Output
Table (9) shows a sample of the forecasted global irradiance values for a month ahead. These
forecasts show results within a reasonable range, where they were also cross-validated with the
domain expert.
Table 9: Last five readings of global irradiance forecasting model output.

1/31/2021 22:45

Actual
Global Irradiance
None

Forecasted
Global Irradiance
11.985756

3067

1/31/2021 23:00

None

12.271207

3068

1/31/2021 23:15

None

13.150749

3069

1/31/2021 23:30

None

14.312605

3070

1/31/2021 23:45

None

15.413263

Sr.

Date Time

3066

Figure (26) shows the forecasted global horizontal irradiance, with also a similar forecasting
pattern to the observed one in December.
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Figure 26: A month ahead global irradiance forecasts (model output).
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4.3.3 RELATIVE HUMIDITY FORECASTING MODEL
Similarly, a univariate Neural Prophet was used to forecast the relative humidity in the third model.
The univariate model required a single attribute: the relative humidity(y) and its respective datetime readings (ds). The remaining attributes were neglected based on this requirement.
As in the previous two models, the behavior of the attribute was explored using the time-series
plot of December 2020. Figure (27) is a visualization of the relative humidity time-series. Since
the temperature strongly influences the relative humidity, it shows a similar rise and fall behavior.
However, both meteorological factors have an inversely proportional relationship. The relative
humidity achieved its lowest value during the highest temperature. Similarly, the lowest
temperature resulted in the highest humidity values. The same was indicated in the temperaturerelative humidity pair plot in figure (14) visualized in a previous section, where the inverse
proportionality was clearly evident.
The trend, seasonality, and holiday components could also be explored in figure (27). A linear
relative humidity trend was observed in figure (27). As mentioned before, the relative humidity
experiences an increase and decrease during the day, and such repetitive behavior concludes
seasonality presence.

Figure 27: Relative humidity attribute time-series for the month of December 2020.
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4.3.3.1 Model Parameters
Trend and seasonality observations from the previous section were used to define the model’s
parameters. The same optimization process implemented in the first two models was performed
for this model. Parameters of the relative humidity forecasting model are defined in table (10). The
daily seasonality changed from the previous models, where a single daily seasonality was selected.
Regarding trend components, automatic detection of the number of change points was enabled,
and the default setting of the growth range was set (0.8).
Table 10: : Neural Prophet algorithm parameters of relative humidity forecasting model.

Sr.

Neural Prophet Algorithm Component

1

Seasonality Component

2

Trend component

3

Holiday Component

4

Neural Network component

Algorithm Parameter
Daily Seasonality
Weekly Seasonality

Value
1
Disabled

Yearly Seasonality
Seasonality Mode
Growth Mode

365
Additive
Linear

Number of Change Points

Automatic Detection

Change Point Range

Default (0.8)

Holidays Timing

Disabled

Number of Epoch

46

Learning Rate

0.003

4.3.3.2 Model Training and Validation
The decomposed trend components demonstrate a linear trend, which exhibits various slopes
between the change points. The trend rate of change does not show high variability between the
different change points. The greatest change in the rate of trend occurs in the mid-years of the
defined period. The yearly seasonality shows the presence of humidity throughout the year, which
does not exhibit high variability. The daily seasonality behavior demonstrates the lowest value of
relative humidity during the afternoon hours of the day.
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Figure 28: Seasonality and trend components of the relative humidity forecasting model.

A comparative analysis between the forecasted values against the ground truth is performed for
the relative humidity values. Table (11) shows a sample of the forecasted and actual relative
humidity values during the validation period.
Table 11: Relative Humidity forecasting model validation - comparison between actual and forecasted values.

12/26/2020 15:45

Actual
Relative Humidity
39.3

Predicted Relative
Humidity
40.965889

Difference
(+/-)
1.665889

0232

12/03/2020 10:00

58.1

32.638428

25.461572

1135

12/12/2020 19:45

55.3

56.193317

0.893317

1796

12/19/2020 17:00

51.6

48.888779

2.711221

1996

12/21/2020 19:00

48.4

54.453686

6.053686

Sr.

Date Time

2463

Figure (29) shows the predicted and actual values behavior, where they exhibit similar behavior.
However, some of the predicted values show a great deviation in the results from the actual values.
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Figure 29: Relative humidity forecasting model validation – time-series of actual (actual y) and forecasted (yhat1) values.

4.3.3.3 Model Evaluation
RMSE loss for the relative humidity shows similar behavior to previous models. Both training and
validation datasets show a drastic decrease in the first few epochs, where it stabilized after that
until the end. Again, the forecasting model scores relatively low RMSE errors of 14.47 and 13.27
for training and validation datasets, respectively. The error behavior was visualized in figure (30)
with respect to epoch number.

Figure 30: Relative humidity forecasting model RMSE values versus epoch number.

Similar behavior is observed in MAE, where a stable error value is detected after the fifth epoch.
Moreover, the lowest recorded errors for this metric are 11.47 and 10.91 for training and validation
datasets, respectively.
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Figure 31: Relative humidity forecasting model MAE values versus epoch number.

4.3.3.4 Model Output
The model forecasted the relative humidity values for a month ahead. Table (12) presents a sample
of the forecasted outputs.
Table 12: Last five readings of relative humidity forecasting model output.

1/31/2021 22:45

Actual
Relative Humidity
None

Forecasted
Relative Humidity
68.571594

1/31/2021 23:00

None

69.597763

3068

1/31/2021 23:15

None

70.578995

3069

1/31/2021 23:30

None

71.511261

1/31/2021 23:45

None

72.390717

Sr.

Date Time

3066
3067

3070

Figure (32) visualizes the forecasted relative humidity value for January. The relative humidity
values experience a drop in the first few days of the month. After that, the values continue to
increase, reaching the maximum value in the middle of the month.

Figure 32: A month ahead relative humidity forecasts (model output).
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4.3.4 POWER FORECASTING MODEL
The ultimate power prediction model comprised the effects of all considered metrological factors
by implementing a multivariate Prophet algorithm. The multivariate approach was accomplished
by incorporating the metrological factors of historical records. The methodology of such an
approach began with introducing a univariate power forecasting model, then adding the
metrological factors as regressors. However, the multivariate approach also requires future
forecasts of the added regressors. Accordingly, outputs from temperature, global irradiance, and
relative humidity forecasting models were used to forecast the power for a month ahead.
Forecasted metrological outputs of the individual models were compiled together in a dataset.
The univariate model of power was adjusted to learn from the characteristics of the available
(power) dataset. As all metrological factors along with power were used in this model, the entire
dataset was utilized to forecast power. The characteristics of the power attribute were explored
using a time-series plot visualized in figure (33). A clear seasonality could be observed from the
repetitive pattern. A linear trend was also observed, where the change between two data points is
minimal. The time-series follows a repetitive, predictable pattern, where power begins at a zero
state and rises to its maximum peak value. After that, it continues to decrease till it reaches zero
again. The power output is very similar to the global irradiance, where the zero values denote the
absence of solar power, meaning the absence of generated power from the panels. This is supported
by the previously explored global irradiance-power pair plot, where direct proportionality between
attributes was concluded.

Figure 33: Power attribute time-series for the month of December 2020.
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4.3.4.1 Model Parameters
The power forecasting model was built mostly using the default parameters in the trend and
seasonality components. Automatic detection of daily and yearly seasonality was enabled, whereas
the weekly seasonality was disabled since weekdays do not affect the power attribute. The additive
seasonality mode was selected based on conclusions from the previous section. A new parameter
was introduced, the seasonality prior scale parameter, which controls the flexibility of daily and
yearly seasonality. According to the documentation, enabling the seasonality components while
tuning this parameter helps optimize the forecasted model. The acceptable range of this parameter
is between 0.01 and 10. However, an average value of 5.005 was selected for this model to avoid
overfitting or underfitting.
A manual allocation of the change point was enabled to avoid overfitting the time-series.
Moreover, the number of change points was selected to be 25 by default, as it is sufficient to reflect
the trend changes while avoiding overfitting the model. However, this can be controlled by another
parameter, which is the change point prior scale. It is deemed the most influential parameter of the
trend component, as it controls the changes in trend. Careful selection of this value is crucial,
where a small value means the trend will result in an underfitting, whereas a large value will result
in overfitting. According to the documentation, the optimum range of values for this parameter
should be between 0.001 to 0.5. The average range value for the power forecasting model was
selected to be 0.2505.
Again, the holiday factor influence was neglected in the power forecasting model. This was
concluded by domain experts’ statement that calendar events do not affect power.
Sr.

1

2

3

Table 13: Neural Prophet algorithm parameters of power forecasting model.
Prophet Algorithm Component
Algorithm Parameter

Seasonality Component

Trend component

Holiday Component

Value

Daily Seasonality

Auto

Weekly Seasonality

Disabled

Yearly Seasonality

Auto

Seasonality Mode

Additive

Seasonality Prior Scale

5.005

Growth Mode

Linear

Change Points

None

Number of Change Points

Default (25)

Change Point Range

Default (0.8)

Change Point Prior Scale

0.2505

Holidays Timing

Disabled
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4.3.4.2 Model Training and Validation
The trend growth of the power model shows a clear linear behavior, where a constant increase is
noticed, resulting in a fixed slope. However, for the yearly seasonality, the model experiences
repetitive patterns that vary in the seasons. As indicated, output power reaches its maximum values
in the winter and the minimum values in the summer. For the daily seasonality, a parabolic
behavior represents the actual power daily generation. It starts with the minimum values in the
early morning, reaching its peak at noon, then decreasing to the night hours.

Figure 34: Seasonality and trend components of the power forecasting model.

The model forecasts are validated for December 2020, where the model outputs are compared to
the actual values. Figure (35) plots both values as a time-series against each other. It is safe to
conclude that the model performs well by following a similar behavior to the actual time-series.
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Figure 35: Power forecasting model validation – time-series of actual (actual y) and forecasted (yhat1) values.

A sample of the comparison between forecasted and actual values is demonstrated in table (14). A
minimal difference between the values is observed, as shown in the difference column. This is
clear evidence of the model’s great performance in forecasting power values.
Table 14: Power forecasting model validation - comparison between actual and forecasted values.

12/14/2020 19:15

Actual
Global Irradiance
0

Forecasted
Global Irradiance
0.010501

Difference
(+/-)
0.010501

12/26/2020 22:30

0

0.506032

0.506032

1378

12/15/2020 08:30

5.540204

5.417984

0.12222

0941

12/10/2020 19:15

0

-0.340227

0.340227

2408

12/26/2020 2:00

0

0.321012

0.321012

Sr.

Date Time

1325
2490

As mentioned before, the model forecasted a negative value during nighttime within the
algorithm’s accepted margin of error. However, considering the real-life scenario, negative power
values are not reasonable since the PV system generates power during operation only.
Accordingly, a tuning step was performed to adjust these values, where every negative value was
replaced by zero, assuming nighttime or operation failure.
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4.3.4.3 Model Evaluation
Similar to the univariate models, the multivariate power forecasting model is evaluated based on
RMSE and MAE metrics. The model successfully scored very low RMSE and MAE values given
by 0.8 and 0.56, respectively.

4.3.4.4 Model Output
The power values with upper and lower margins are forecasted based on temperature, global
irradiance, and relative humidity forecasts and their upper and lower margins. The output of a
month ahead forecasts is stored in a data frame as shown in table (15).
Table 15: Last ten readings of power forecasting model output.

Sr.

Date Time

306
6
306
7
306
8
306
9
307
0

1/31/2021
22:45
1/31/2021
23:00
1/31/2021
23:15
1/31/2021
23:30
1/31/2021
23:45

Global
Irradianc
e

Relative
Humidity

Temperature

Lower
Forecasting
Range

Upper
Forecasting
Range

yhat

0.000696

0.002945

0.043205524

0.441208

2.460535

1.43201
1

0.000713

0.002989

0.042860787

0.38711

2.532013

1.3821

0.000764

0.003032

0.042541364

0.167662

2.433108

0.000831

0.003072

0.042243365

0.252549

2.400606

0.000895

0.003109

0.041960624

0.153037

2.349515

1.33250
8
1.28739
6
1.25045
5

The model output was visualized by plotting the forecasted power time-series, demonstrated in
figure (36). The time-series shows the maximum generated output power for each hour within the
day. As shown, maximum generated power outputs are captured at noon, which ranges between
8.5 to 8.8 MW. As expected, the forecasted power profile mimicked the actual power behavior.
Power starts with minimal values and increases until the peak time (noon), when solar irradiance
also reaches its peak. Then, the power decreases with the decrease of solar irradiance until sunset.
After that, the power curve flattens at night with zero values. This behavior is repeated daily as the
seasonality is observed each day.
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Figure 36: A month ahead power forecasts (model output).
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CHAPTER 05
CONCLUSION
This section emphasizes the research work completed to address a critical industrial problem. A
comprehensive explanation of the work is provided, where model methodology and steps are
summarized. The model is assessed in terms of performance, which is evaluated based on different
metrics. Recommendations and future work are discussed to extend the current research, providing
a direction for subsequent developments.

5.1 Hybrid PV Power Forecasting Model Summary
The massive integration of PV systems with the power grid raises technical challenges, where a
new electricity generation profile is introduced to the grid. For this reason, a thorough analysis is
necessary to continue balancing the electricity supply-demand profiles. The stability of power
grids is highly affected by this problem, where the generated electricity should be instantly used
to balance supply and demand. Furthermore, the PV power generation profile raises another
technical concern: its dependency on volatile meteorological conditions produces a fluctuating
output. Therefore, this output should be forecasted to prepare and meet the demand requirements.
As a result, a PV power forecasting tool was developed to maintain the reliability of the existing
power grids. To achieve this goal, a dataset was built from the start to fulfill the requirements of
the selected region. The meteorological attributes used to build the dataset are temperature,
irradiance, and humidity, which were selected based on their high correlation with the generated
power. Three univariate sub-models were built separately using the Neural Prophet algorithm.
Each model forecasted one of the metrological attributes for the predefined period. The forecasted
metrological attributes, combined with the original dataset, were used to develop the power
forecasting model. The model was built using the Prophet algorithm to forecast the generated
power output for a month ahead.
It is important to note that this work addressed the gaps identified in the literature review chapter.
In essence, a hybrid PV power forecasting model was developed combining emerging algorithms,
Prophet and Neural Prophet, to forecast the PV power for UAE conditions.
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5.2 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The hybrid model was assessed based on several evaluation metrics, as shown in the model
building section. Additionally, a comparative analysis was performed to evaluate the hybrid
model’s performance against another forecasting algorithm. The model developed for comparison
purposes is a multivariate Prophet model. In this model, power was forecasted by adding the
metrological factors as regressors for the same dataset. Several evaluation metrics were selected
as the basis of this comparison, such as MSE, RMSE, MAE, etc. Table (16) below briefly shows
the results of each model in terms of these metrics.
Table 16: Hybrid model and multivariate prophet model errors comparison.

Model/Evaluation Metric

MSE

RMSE

MAE

SMAPE

COVERAGE

Multivariate Prophet

0.65445

0.80698

0.560132

1.119542

0.832673

Hybrid Model

0.652323

0.805589

0.564792

1.122822

0.835007

Each metric provides different interpretations of the model’s performance. Therefore, an
appropriate selection of metrics that properly evaluate the model is critical. For specific
applications, large errors are undesirable as they are considered costly. These errors are detrimental
as they can result in major business losses or catastrophic system failures. Such undesirable
scenarios require greater penalization of such errors. This concept is applied in the RMSE, which
is an evaluation metric that gives higher weights to larger errors. The large weights are given by
the squared mean, which magnifies the error value. (Chai et al., 2014)
From this perspective, RMSE error was the primary evaluation metric for this work. To be more
clear, significant deviations in the power forecasts could result in undesirable industrial
consequences. Based on this fact, the PV power forecasting model was evaluated using this metric,
which is capable of effectively revealing the models’ performance differences.
The findings revealed that the hybrid model produced outputs with lower deviations than the
multivariate Prophet model. This indicates better performance, evident by a lower RMSE value of
0.805589. However, a single metric only projects a particular view of the error characteristics.
Therefore, a combination of metrics is often used to assess the model’s performance better. From
this perspective, the multivariate Prophet model demonstrated better performance in terms of
MAE, evidenced by a value of 0.560132.
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5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Although the algorithm proved the concept of its implementation in PV power forecasting
applications, possible enhancements are recommended for future work. These enhancements can
address dataset selection, preprocessing tasks, and model building.
A significant part of the dataset (metrological attributes readings) is obtained from an online
repository, which generates the corresponding power readings. Such an approach is assumed to
produce smooth power profiles, which do not necessarily reflect the real-life industrial scenario.
In this case, using power and metrological readings from an actual power plant is suggested for
more accurate forecasting. Actual power plant data will incorporate all occurring events in the
system, where failures, outages, and sudden changes in readings are captured. Besides, the
developed forecasting model is limited by the selected metrological attributes. Accordingly, other
meteorological factors can be explored in future works to determine their correlation with output
power. These factors can include dewpoints, precipitation, wind speed, and direction.
As for the preprocessing phase, the documentation mentions that the implemented algorithms
(Prophet and Neural Prophet) are able to overcome the presence of outliers in modeling. However,
removing monthly or seasonal outliers can be performed to investigate the effect of this
preprocessing task on forecasting accuracy.
Suggestions for enhancing the model building revolve around the selection of machine learning
algorithms. For example, an algorithm enhancement can be implemented in neural networks in the
final forecasting model, where similar behavior of neural networks and Neural Prophet could
possibly alter the results. LSTM and Neural Prophet are suggested, where this combination showed
promising results in the reviewed literature chapter.
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